APES Energy lab-hot water heater
You will be studying a residential hot water heater on Cottage 5
SAFETY TIPS:
● Plumbing may be very hot, be careful
● Stay away from any power wiring
● Be quiet and considerate-people live in the cottages, respect
their privacy
● If you change any settings, make sure to change them back
when done
The solar thermal hot water heater:
● This is an active system (vs. a passive system like the Solaharts
on Anna’s dorm)
● The pump is controlled by the delta T controller, which turns the
pump on when the solar panel on the roof is hotter than the hot
water tank
● A greybox timer turns on the hot water heater at certain times
(e.g morning, evening)
● The electrical heater element turns off at a certain temperature,
usually around 120°F

Delta T controller:
● The delta t controller has several buttons:
● Push the upper right button and notice the little image of the

●
●
●
●

tank and panel
The temp for each (tank, panel) should show up, take photos of
this
To manually activate the pump, slide the switch on the left up
from off-auto-manual
Notice the change in temperatures

Greybox timer:
● This is a simple clock turning a pretty yellow wheel with times.
● “ON” pins turn the hot water heater on , “OFF” pins do the
opposite
● Notice the on and off times for the heater
● When shut, you can manually turn the heater on, which then
turns off at the next OFF pin

Questions:
. Use your thermal camera to look for heat leaks: where do you
see them?
. If this heat leaks 24 hours each day, about how much energy
could you save by adding insulation?
. Newer tanks have better insulation. How would you calculate the
ROI and TCO for these?
. Notice the rust on this tank. What does that imply about the
insulation?
. Go to 10.14.6.188 and calculate the delta T for this solar system

. Repeat for 10.14.90.74. Which is more efficient and why?
. If the insulation cost you $45 and saved you $3 per day, how
many days would it take to pay off (ROI)?
. If the tank lasts 10 years, how much would this really save you?

